
Highly skilled engineer in 

guiding the masses in 

blockchain systems and 

in token economics.

Donatello

He is blockchain expert 

and computer engineer, 

developed many apps 

on past for blockchain 

projects.

Raphael

Ph.D. in mathematics, 

computer science, and 

logic.

Michelangelo

10 years of  

experience in web and  

graphic design, he is SEO 

expert.

Leonardo

A Dex platform with farm and swap on Binance 

Smart Chain having the privileges of AMO, Fair 

Launch, No Premine for Team, No Vesting Schedule.

One step left to 
become a ninja!

NINJA TOKEN METRICS

EARLY ROADMAP

Automatic Minting O�ering (AMO) 

The token price will continue to follow its course as the bonding curve according to Bancor with the upper bound increases as the 

sale is made. Due to the mathematical nature of AMO, it works with the logic that gets it early, gets cheaper. The higher the number 

of tokens issued, the higher the price per token. This means that new tokens are only issued if the price has a new rise.
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Automatic Minting O�ering (AMO) Start

Cake Holders Snapshot Airdrop(A moment 

between)

NINJA DAO Venture Capital 

Farming Start 

NINJA Lending-Borrowing 

IFO Platform

Ninja Lottery Desk 

Social Bounty Campaign

NINJA Yield Aggregator

DAO, Community Governance 

Website Improvement

Staking Start 

$NAI, Collateralized Ninja Stable Coin Minting

NFT Creation + NFT Market Place

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Do You Still Have Questions? 
It can reach us from our social media accounts. You can join our community.

Ticker Max Total Supply

Soft Hard Cap Chain1M NINJA BINANCE SMART CHAIN

2M NINJA 16%

NINJA 3.8M NINJA

Hard Cap Max Team Token Percent

NinjaSwap is a dex that enables swapping, farming, and staking for BEP-20 tokens. its AMM follows the tradition of Uniswap. But it 

gets its speed and a�ordable transaction fee from Binance Smart Chain. Besides that, unlike other swap platforms, a limited number 

of tokens are minted. The team has no interest in farming and staking, it provides all the income to the participants. The team only 

profits from the AMO type special sale. In fact, 0.05% LP Fee is buyback and burned. 

 

NinjaSwap Fundamentals 

  

A Ninja is a person who acts in secrecy and defends himself very well. Ninja philosophy blended with blockchain culture comes 

together on the NinjaSwap platform.  

 

A Ninja does not have a master (a master is included in Ninja, but can not cover a Ninja!) and is therefore decentralized, just like 

NinjaSwap Dex.  

 

A Ninja likes to share, just like being generous enough in the referral system in bounty and AMO. 

A Ninja respects and reveres labor, just like the CAKE snapshot airdrop. A Ninja glorifies as needed and never gives up, just like AMO. 

A Ninja likes to share success and failure, supports what Ninja believes in, just like the Ninja IFO platform.

      Team Token, AMO, and Referral (2.8M Max Mint) 

 

      Farming and Staking (Preminted 800K Ninja) 

 

      Cake Snapshot Airdrop (Preminted 120K Ninja) 

 

       Bounty (Preminted 80K Ninja) 

 

Summary:  

 

The Max Total Supply (MTS) can reach 3.8M Ninja. In this case, the team will have max 16% of 

the MTS.  

 

No token for the team from the farm (the part 0.05% of LP fee will be buyback and burned), 

staking, and any other function. 

 

800k Ninja tokens will be preminted for farming as follows during 7.5 years long: 

 

Period 1: 200k Ninja for the first 6 months. 

Period 2: 200k Ninja for the following 1 year. 

Period 3: 200k Ninja for the following 2 years. 

Period 4: 200k Ninja for the following 4 years. 

                                            

                                             NO TOKEN SALE, NO TOKEN FOR THE TEAM 

NinjaSwap_Appcontact@ninjaswap.app

NinjaSwapAppNinjaswap ninja-swapNinjaSwapninjaswap.app

Why is referral important in AMO?  
 

If someone buys with your referral number, you will receive 10% tokens on the purchase of who uses your referral number, and also 
because the system is AMO,  your tokens will be more valuable (and recieved tokens from the referral will also be more valuable).

                                             Ninja Smart Contracts on bscscan.com 

 

"Ninja Bounty"   :      0xfa141bde480d23fc8ebbe2b72621506499815067 

"Ninja Token"      :     0x93e7567f277f353d241973d6f85b5fea1dd84c10 

"Ninja Team"      :      0xDE80c9B965511ABc839824FFb04d8E843d54D7cb 

"Ninja AMO"       :      0xdedd7a0f96a8d89b5336c66fcdfb29aa885f6ac3

XNINJA TOKEN METRICS

Total Supply XNINJA is 7.6 M

4 M XNINJA will be available for loyalty program for community. 

1 M XNINJA will be available for Nuls community (SCO) for staking in 4 years. 
 (Nuls and Ninja holders can stake XNINJA) 

2.2 M XNINJA will be availible for Ninja community for staking in 4 years at BSC 

400 K XNINJA will be used for liquidity providing

4.4 M XNINJA will be as intial circulating supply

XNINJA and NINJA are aimed to Ninja NFT and Ninja Starter programs

NINJA holders can stake to XNINJA and will get 20x more reward
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